Abstract

This paper proposes a new memory system called shuffle memory. The shuffle memory is a generalization of transposition memory that has been widely used in 2-D Discrete Cosine Transform and Discrete Fourier Transform. The shuffle memory is the first memory system that receives $M \times N$ inputs in row major while providing $M \times N$ outputs in column major order using only $M \times N$ memory space. Shuffle memory can provide memory efficient architectures for separable 2-D transforms and separable 2-D filter banks.

1. Introduction

Separable 2-D transforms and separable 2-D filter banks frequently appear in scientific computations and digital signal processing [1, 3, 4, 6, 7, 11]. Fourier Transform, Walsh transform, Hadamard Transform, and Discrete Cosine Transform are examples of popular separable transforms [6]. An efficient hardware implementation is known to exist for this class of transforms [6]. The hardware implementation for those transforms consists of two 1-D transform units and a memory system. The memory system is between two 1-D transform units and performs proper data reordering. For $M \times N$ 2-D separable transforms, when $M = N$, an efficient memory system, called transposition memory [5], is widely used for data reordering. When $M \neq N$, no efficient memory system is known. Double buffers are commonly used to achieve 100% utilization of 1-D transform units. The cost of a double buffer becomes very high as $M$ and $N$ become large.

In the rest of this section, 2-D DFT(Discrete Fourier Transform) will be used as an example of separable 2-D transform. The explanation will apply to all separable transforms and filter banks with minor changes on equations.

2-D DFT can be represented as in the following equation.

$$F(u, v) = \frac{1}{MN} \sum_{z=0}^{M-1} \sum_{y=0}^{N-1} f(x, y) e^{-j2\pi uz/M} e^{-j2\pi vy/N} \tag{1}$$

The above equation can be represented as follows.

$$F(u, v) = \frac{1}{M} \sum_{z=0}^{M-1} F(x, v) e^{-j2\pi uz/M} \tag{2}$$

$$F(x, v) = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{y=0}^{N-1} f(x, y) e^{-j2\pi vy/N} \tag{3}$$

Equations (2) and (3) represent $M$-point 1-D DFT and $N$-point 1-D DFT respectively. By equations (2) and (3), $F(u, v)$ can be computed by application of $N$-point 1-D DFT on each row of the input array followed by application of $M$-point 1-D DFT on each column of the intermediate result. Figure 1 shows the procedure of the computation of $M \times N$ 2-D DFT.

A hardware implementation of 2-D DFT is shown in figure 2. In figure 2, input array is provided to $N$-point 1-D DFT in row major order. The result of $N$-point 1-D DFT of each row is stored in a memory. When all rows of the input array are processed, the intermediate result is provided to $M$-point 1-D DFT in column major order. The result of 2-D DFT is obtained from $M$-point 1-D DFT in column major order. In figure 2, the cost and the performance of 2-D DFT processor heavily depend on the structure and the cost of the memory. When the memory cannot perform read operation (for the $M$-point 1-D DFT) and write operation (for the $N$-point 1-D DFT) at the same time, the utilization of 1-D DFT units becomes 50% because one of 1-D DFT units must idle until the memory becomes available. To avoid low utilization of 1-D DFT units, one can choose double buffers in 2-D DFT implementation, where two memories of size $M \times N$ are used. While one memory receives inputs in row major order the other memory provides outputs in column major order. When receiving an array and providing an ar-
Figure 1. Computation of 2-D DFT with two consecutive 1-D DFT computations

Figure 2. The structure of 2-D DFT processor

Ray are finished at the same time, two memories exchange their roles. This way, two 1-D DFT units can work without waiting, achieving 100% utilization. When $M$ and $N$ become large, the cost of memory in a double buffer becomes very high.

When $M = N$, an efficient memory system called transposition memory can be used in 2-D DFT implementations [5]. Because of its low memory requirement and simple structure, transposition memory has been widely used in 2-D Discrete Cosine Transform implementations. Figure 3 shows the storage scheme of $4 \times 4$ transposition memory. Let's assume array A enters 2-D DFT unit first and array B follows array A. Transposition memory operates as follows:

1. The result of the first 1-D DFT on array A is stored in transposition memory in row major order (Array A is received in row major order by transposition memory).
2. When whole array A is stored in the memory, array A is provided to the second 1-D DFT unit in column major order. At the same time, the result of the first 1-D DFT on array B is stored in transposition memory in column major order.

Notice that the address sequence needed for retrieving array A in column major order is $(0, 4, 8, 12, ..., 15)$ since array A is stored in row major order. The address sequence needed for storing array B in column major order is $(0, 4, 8, 12, ..., 15)$. Since the two sequences are identical, an element of A is read in an address and an element of B can be written at the same address. This operation is called ‘read-then-write at the same address operation’. ‘Read-then-write at the same address operation’ is the reason for low memory requirement of transposition memories. After all elements of A are read and all elements of B are written, new array can be written into transposition memory using the same storage scheme for array A.

Figure 4 shows a $4 \times 4$ transposition memory. The size of the memory used in a transposition memory is the half of a double buffer ($N \times N$). The structure of a transposition memory is very simple leading to easy implementation and
2. Shuffle memories

A q-shuffle on qc objects is denoted by S_{qc} and is defined as follows [7]:

\[ S_{qc}(i) = \left( qi + \left\lfloor \frac{i}{c} \right\rfloor \right) \mod qc \]  

(4)

A 3-shuffle on 12 objects is shown in figure 5 as an example.

A shuffle memory of size \( M \times N \) has the following characteristics:

1. A shuffle memory receives an \( M \times N \) array in row major order while providing an \( M \times N \) array in column major order.

2. A shuffle memory supports ‘read-then-write at the same address operation’

‘Read-then-write at the same address operation’ is essential for the minimal use of memory. It can be easily shown that the permutation provided by shuffle memory is a q-shuffle from input to output. For example, suppose a shuffle memory of size \( 3 \times 4 \) accepts a \( 3 \times 4 \) array in row major order and outputs the array in column major order. An element \( a(i,j) \) is the \( (4i+j) \)-th element that enters the shuffle memory and the \( (i + 3j) \)-th element that exits the shuffle memory. The permutation provided by the shuffle memory is:

\[ P_{SM}(4i + j) = i + 3j \]
\[ = \left( (4i + j) \times 3 + \left\lfloor \frac{4i + j}{4} \right\rfloor \right) \mod 12 \]
\[ = S_{3\times4}(4i + j) \]

In general, the permutation generated by a shuffle memory of size \( M \times N \) is a \( M \)-shuffle.

It can be shown that the permutation generated by a transposition memory is a special case of q-shuffle. Assume that a transposition memory of size \( N \times N \) accepts an \( N \times N \) array in row major order and outputs the array in column major order. Let \( P_{T_M} \) denote the permutation from input to output. An element \( a(i,j) \) is the \( (iN+j) \)-th element that enters the transposition memory in row major order and it is also the \( (i + jN) \)-th element that exits the transposition memory in column major order. \( P_{T_M} \) can be represented as follows:

\[ P_{T_M}(iN + j) = i + jN \]
\[ = \left( (iN + j)N + \left\lfloor \frac{iN + j}{N} \right\rfloor \right) \mod N^2 \]
\[ = S_{N\times N}(iN + j) \]

The above equation shows that \( P_{T_M} \) is an \( N \)-shuffle on \( N^2 \) objects. Hence, shuffle memory is a generalization of transposition memory.

A shuffle memory consists of a data RAM and an address generator. Let \( G_0, G_1, \ldots, G_n \) be address sequences provided by the address generator when \( M \times N \) arrays \( A_0, A_1, \ldots, A_n \) enter shuffle memory. \( G_i \) is the address sequence used when \( A_i \) enters shuffle memory in row major
order. Let \( g_i^{kN+l} \) be the \((kN+l)\)-th element of \( G_i \). Then \( g_i^{kN+l} \) is the address where \( a_i(k,l) \) is stored. Since \( a_i(k,l) \) is the \((k+IM)\)-th element that exits shuffle memory in column major order, the following relation holds:

\[
g_{i+1}^{k+lM} = g_i^{kN+l}
\]

The above equation shows that shuffle memory uses \( q \)-shuffle in address generation as well as it uses \( q \)-shuffle for the permutation from input to output. Figure 6 shows the address sequences used in \( 3 \times 4 \) shuffle memory. Sequence \((0, 1, 2, ..., 11)\) is used as \( G_0 \). Sequence \( G_5 \) is identical to sequence \( G_0 \). It can be easily shown that \( G_4 \) can be obtained by applying \( 3 \)-shuffle on \( G_{(i-1) \text{mod } 5} \).

Address generator of a shuffle memory should have a mechanism to perform \( q \)-shuffle on address sequences. A simple way to perform \( q \)-shuffle on address sequences is using address RAMs. Figure 7 shows the structure of a \( 3 \times 4 \) shuffle memory. There are one data RAM and two address RAMs. Data RAM receives and provides intermediate data. In this example, we assume data size is 64-bit. Address RAMs provide addresses to data RAM alternatively. Address RAM ARAM0 is initialized to sequence \( G_0 \), \( i.e. \) address \( i \) holds data \( i \). When an address is provided to data RAM from ARAM0, the address is stored in ARAM1. A \( 12 \times 4 \) ROM is used to provide the address for ARAM1. ROM is initialized to address sequence (0, 3, 6, 9, 1, 4, 7, 10, 2, 5, 8, 11), which is inverse \( 3 \)-shuffle (4-shuffle). This way address sequence \( G_1 \) will be stored in ARAM1. When all 12 addresses are provided to data RAM, two address RAMs exchange their roles.

### 3. Shuffle memories of size \( 2^m \times 2^n \)

When \( M \) and \( N \) are powers of two, there exists a more efficient structure for shuffle memories. Let \( a_{m+n-1} a_{m+n-2} \cdots a_0 \) represent the position of an address in an address sequence. \( 2^m \)-shuffle is expressed as follows:

\[
S(a_{m+n-1} a_{m+n-2} \cdots a_0) = a_{n-1} a_{n-2} \cdots a_0 a_{m+n-1} a_{m+n-2} \cdots a_n
\]

The above equation shows \( 2^m \)-shuffle can be obtained by cyclicly shifting address bits. A \( 2^m \times 2^n \)-shuffle memory can have at most \( m+n \) address sequences. Let \( G_0, G_1, \ldots, G_{m+n-1} \) represent those address sequences. It is convenient to define \( G_0 \) as identity permutation. Addresses in address sequence \( G_i \) is obtained from addresses in \( G_0 \) by performing \( q \)-shuffle \((i-1)\) times. Hence we need general cyclic shifter to generate all required address sequences.

Figure 8 shows the structure of a \( 4 \times 8 \) shuffle memory. It has a \( 32 \times 64 \) data RAM and address generator. Address generator consists of a 5-bit binary counter and a general cyclic shifter. Control signal determines the amount of cyclic shift. Notice the simplicity of address generator. When the size of data RAM is large, the cost advantage of a shuffle memory over a double buffer is tremendous.

### 4. Application of shuffle memory on DFT

Shuffle memory can provide memory efficiency in DFT implementations. Figure 9 shows the structure of \( 3 \times 4 \) 2-D DFT with shuffle memory. By using shuffle memory, use of a double buffer is avoided.

European standard DVB-T (Digital Video Broadcasting-
Terrestrial) uses OFDM (Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing). 2K/8K DFT is the key element in DVB-T OFDM. In implementing 2K/8K DFT processor, memory requirement plays an important role. For example, 8K-point DFT can be economically decomposed into 4K-point DFT and 2-point DFT. Since 4096 is the square of 64, 4K-point DFT can be implemented very efficiently with two 64-point DFTs and a 64 × 64 transposition memory [11]. 64-point DFT can also be decomposed into two 8-point DFTs. In summary, 8K-point DFT can be implemented with four 8-point DFTs and one 2-point DFT. In this case, the same module can be used repeatedly and a VLSI design can benefit from modularity and regularity. Using transposition memories also greatly reduces memory requirement. However, this architecture cannot be used in 2K/8K DFT since it cannot provide 2K-point DFT operation. A new memory efficient architecture is strongly desired for 2K/8K DFT.

Figure 10 shows the architecture of a 2K/8K DFT using shuffle memories. 8K-point DFT is decomposed into 4-point DFT and 2K-point DFT. 2K-point DFT is again decomposed into 64-point DFT and 32-point DFT. In summary, the architecture uses three 8-point DFTs and two 4-point DFTs. It uses several kinds of shuffle memories. It should be noticed that memory requirement has been greatly reduced by using shuffle memory.

5. Conclusion

This paper proposed a new memory system called shuffle memory. The shuffle memory receives $M \times N$ input arrays in row major order and provides $M \times N$ output arrays in column major order without using a double buffer. The shuffle memory is a generalization of transposition memory. Shuffle memory can provide memory efficiency in implementing 2-D DCTs and 2-D DFTs. A design of 2K/8K DFT has been presented to show the usefulness of shuffle memories.
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